Tilburg, 4th of July 2021.
Dear friends in Hockey,
It is with great pride and satisfaction that we, the organizing committee of the ISVT
HC TILBURG, can now officially inform you of the exact dates of our tournament.
The Covid 19 kept us all from meeting each other on and off the hockey pitches for
quite a too long a time. It has been remarkable to note, that in spite of all the
restrictions our friendships are very much alive and kicking.
As our great soccer star Johan Cruyff once stated: “Every disadvantage has its
advantage “!
We are now extremely happy to inform you that the ISVT HC Tilburg Super Veterans
Tournament will take place next year on May the 6th-7th and 8th of May 2022.
We shall communicate a more detailed information on this happy event October
next. In spite of the fact that we have been separated from each other for such a
long period, we are getting enthusiastic reactions to our invitations.
Moreover, it will be a special occasion being the 5th International Super Veterans
Tournament on the HC Tilburg Hockey grounds.
Doing battle on the partly renewed hockey pitches and enjoying the bites and
meals prepared with great care and the drinks caressing your thirsty throats, all this in
a Music and dance setting will keep you very much in shape. As you well know, we
attach great value to the sporty and social side of our beloved sport. So, you can
count on our organization offering you all a couple of happy days in Tilburg. So,
please do enjoy the typical hospitality of the ISVT HC Tilburg now.
Needless to say, that we are very grateful to the FIH, EHF, KNHB, WMA and WGMA
and the press, keeping hockey very much in the picture. When visiting shops, people
approach us with questions about the hockey games they watched on TV.
The Olympics are nearly on now!!
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